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Not all cities are able to have places where you may shower and receive a meal. Housing in every city
for homeless and poor has been a scattered miss and hit. Life has a way of working out the tough places
in many people’s lives. But there are many that have received the help assistance they need or look for
to progress themselves and others forward in an upward direction. For those that have not received the
push forward HOPE many times takes it place until advancement can be presented and utilized to get
them the push they need. When Hope is replaced with a negative attribute or NO attribute at all a
stagnate existence of oneself is found for many. Some label it as Hopelessness, Empty or Bottomless pit
that cannot be filled or did not get filled in time to avoid the attribute or situation. The question: “What
happen?” The BIG picture of more than one incident simultaneously usually happens. It’s the domino
affect all over. It’s many incidents of large and small that put a person in the condition, state, attribute,
social and economic status states – along with mental and physical. It’s the none, one, two or many
combined. Many turn to religious beliefs to the settling of the conscious state expelled upon the ethics
and beliefs to others may quest for more knowledge. It’s an understanding of an ignorant situation that
could or could not be challenged by advanced understanding until investigated, gathered in extensive
research – some many years in striving but for others only seconds in a day. All in search of how to
place or understand or not understand a domino chain of events that could be or could not be avoided
in the future. For others, it’s a take a hold of attribute/situation to keep them from the faultier that
happens so often to oneself or others – still at times unavoidable.
History repeats that are to be looked at in new directions so that a pathway that has not been achieved
or taken is not always thought of. It’s the looking for or clique of thinking outside the box. It applies not
only to science but everything around us. Economic states that have been utilized and approaches used
in businesses today in the United States have adapted from social economic state attributes- social,
capital, communistic state attributes depending on company size are applied. It depends upon a variety
of the attributes that are applied depending upon type of product or service or both in which companies
learn to thrive due to a process of interchange that can enhance or inhibit a company’s performance of
achievement. It’s the mutual exchange of information and practices that provide or inhibit growth. It
could be one or the many incidents combined that put a person in a state of lowest economic station
state, etc. combined with others that brought about a thought that will or could be a new pathway of
thinking outside the box clique- not a right or wrong choice for many. It’s the “Does it Apply?” “Does it
advance?” “Does it move a directional direction – sideways, backwards or forward?” -the combination
of turning. It’s the analysis of an accumulation of facts, events and knowledge combined with ignorance
that surmises a summary of surmised states- ones new directional pathway many apply to more than
oneself and yet not at the same time. Though both may be viewed to be at the same altered state of a
hopeless or stagnate state. Not all the answers are in the same directional direction-some dispersed
into small sections almost to fragment state that can be built or combined together to put the push and
pull together depending one’s life situation.
In this case of the lowest of economic stationed states- that presents itself needs are either met as
none, partial or full. In DC, SOME (So Others May Eat) and St. Stephens’ (Thrive Program) brought
about a need needed in many other states a place to shower and a meal on a daily basis. Many states do
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not provide this service. It is more humane and depletes conflicts with businesses complaints of sponge
baths in common place bathroom’s that upset owners and the public. It is also more sanitary and keeps
the lowest of stations in check with reality along with others of high stations in the United States that
can take care of their own needs.

